Estrogen synthetase (aromatase) immunohistochemistry reveals concordance between avian and rodent limbic systems and hypothalami.
During amniote evolution, an early divergence occurred about 300 million years ago between the reptilian lines leading to the appearance of birds (anapsids) and mammals (synapsids). The different functional requirements of these vertebrate groups have involved divergent evolution of their brains. Even superficial examination reveals major anatomical differences between mammalian and avian brains, such as extensive development of the optic lobes and cerebellum in birds and a highly developed cortex in mammals. It has been nearly impossible to identify avian homologs of some mammalian brain regions by standard morphological criteria. This has long frustrated efforts at clarifying hypotheses regarding the anatomical location, field size, and regulation of brain functions shared between these two classes, despite the certainty that the principles of neurobiology apply equally at the cellular level in both groups. In an effort to remove this barrier, we have sought markers of common function that despite apparent anatomical dissimilarity, can allow recognition of homologous brain structures. We illustrate here how comparative analysis of the distribution of the steroid-metabolizing enzyme estrogen synthetase (aromatase) may help to understand the differences and similarities in the limbic system and hypothalamus of birds and mammals.